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Best of Melbourne 2020: City’s top 10
greengrocers revealed
Looking for a great spot to get fresh fruit and vegetables? The votes are in and
we’ve unearthed your favourite Melbourne greengrocers. Find out who made the
grade. SEE ALL THE WINNERS
Staff writers, Leader
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It’s time to reveal Melbourne’s best greengrocers.

It’s safe to say this Best of Melbourne poll was our juiciest yet.
Who would make the grade when it came to revealing Melbourne’s best greengrocers?
There was plenty of healthy competition, with hundreds of ap-peeling nominations and votes in our
latest Best of Melbourne poll.
Now, it’s crunch time — find out who’s the pick of the bunch as we reveal the sweetest spots in
Melbourne for fresh fruit and veg, served with a hearty side of customer service.
It’s time to go bananas as we unearth Melbourne’s top 10 greengrocers.
MORE:

8. EARLY ‘N’ FRESH, KNOXFIELD
75/1470 Ferntree Gully Rd

Number 8: Simon and Izzy Javor from Early ‘n’ Fresh,
Knoxfield. Picture: Ian Currie

One of Melbourne’s favourite greengrocers has announced its ongoing commitment to the wholesale
market after pivoting into retail sales to manage the fallout from the coronavirus lockdown.

Knoxfield’s Early ‘n’ Fresh was forced to stop supplying the hospitality industry in the outer eastern
suburbs when pubs and other businesses had to close their doors.
Owners Simon and Izzy Javor transitioned to retail to offset losses when usual supply chains were
closed.
So, now you can have fresh produce delivered to your doorstep each week.
“We go daily to the Melbourne Wholesale Market in Epping, where virtually everything starts, then
pick up the balance of goods from a few farms. From there, orders are carefully packed, ready for
delivery,” Mr Javor said.

The pair will deliver straight to your door. Picture: Ian
Currie

And the hard work to remain relevant has paid off with Early ‘n’ Fresh being voted by customers as one
of Leader’s favourite greengrocers in the Best of Melbourne series.
“When hotels, pubs and clubs are open again and we can supply them, absolutely we will,” Mr Javor
said.
“But we would never change back to a wholesale-only model now – we’ve got to keep looking after
everybody.”
Taking on the retail market had also allowed Early ‘n’ Fresh to put staff back on.
“We will keep listening to our customers to hear what we need to change so we can keep delivering
great fruit and veg,” Mr Javor said.
~Andrew Rogers
More: earlynfresh.com.au
facebook.com/earlynfresh
instagram.com/earlynfresh

